
It’s not just about reading and writing

The most important thing you can do to support a 
dyslexic learner in your classroom is to understand how 
their dyslexia impacts the individual. 

Consider implications beyond literacy di�culties e.g. 
emotional wellbeing, memory, organisation, 
mathematics and how information is processed. 

Keep in mind that many dyslexic learners have great 
strengths. These talents  should be celebrated and 
learners empowered to use these in their learning.

Keep up to date with Dyslexia and other inclusion topics with our newsletter, social media and YouTube Chanel:  https://keep-included.lg�.net 

Support for social and emotional 
impact

One of the greatest barriers to success is the damage 
which can easily be done to a dyslexic person's self 
esteem if they are not well supported at school. 

Provide opportunities which allow learners to work to 
their strengths so they can show themselves and others 
that they have talents and value. 

Using technology and digital tools

The right technology and knowing how to use it can be 
transformative.

Using cloud platforms or virtual learning environments 
can help you share content prior to a lesson for pre 
learning, during the lesson for easy reference and after 
the lesson for practice/revision.

Helpful arrangements

Seat dyslexic learners near the front of the class/close to 
the teacher.

Make sure learning resources are clearly marked and 
well organised.

Avoid any activity that involves copying from the board 
e.g. give them a set of notes so that they can focus on 
what you are saying. 

Multisensory learning

Using all the senses in learning activities supports ALL 
learners (especially those with dyslexia) to absorb and 
store information and skills. 

Giving feedback

Ask yourself, if a learner’s written work is hard to read 
and di�cult to mark, how hard was it for them to write it 
in the �rst place? Consider e�ort.

If marking without the learner present, mark their work 
in two colours. One colour for spelling, punctuation and 
grammar and the other for creativity, thinking and 
e�ort. 

Only mark spelling and grammar rules which have been 
explicitly taught or are currently your focus. 

If possible give oral feedback as a discussion. 
Technology can be used to provide audio or video 
feedback on work completed digitally. 

Think carefully before using peer marking as this could 
lead to challenges for all involved.
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